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ABSTRACT
Support Vector Machines (SVM), a popular machine learning tech-
nique, has been applied to a wide range of domains such as science,
finance, and social networks for supervised learning. Whether it is
identifying high-risk patients by health-care professionals, or po-
tential high-school students to enroll in college by school districts,
SVMs can play a major role for social good. This paper undertakes
the challenge of designing a scalable parallel SVM training algo-
rithm for large scale systems, which includes commodity multi-
core machines, tightly connected supercomputers and cloud com-
puting systems. Intuitive techniques for improving the time-space
complexity including adaptive elimination of samples for faster
convergence and sparse format representation are proposed. Un-
der sample elimination, several heuristics for earliest possible to
lazy elimination of non-contributing samples are proposed. In sev-
eral cases, where an early sample elimination might result in a false
positive, low overhead mechanisms for reconstruction of key data
structures are proposed. The algorithm and heuristics are imple-
mented and evaluated on various publicly available datasets. Em-
pirical evaluation shows up to 26x speed improvement on some
datasets against the sequential baseline, when evaluated on multi-
ple compute nodes, and an improvement in execution time up to
30-60% is readily observed on a number of other datasets against
our parallel baseline.
1. INTRODUCTION
Today, simulations and instruments produce exorbitant amounts
of data and the rate of data production over the years is expected
to grow dramatically [10, 21]. Machine Learning and Data Min-
ing (MLDM) provides algorithms and tools for knowledge extrac-
tion from large volumes of data. Several domains such as science,
finance and social networks rely on MLDM algorithms for super-
vised and unsupervised learning [1, 24, 28]. Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) - a supervised learning algorithm - is ubiquitous due
to excellent accuracy and obliviousness to dimensionality. SVM
broadly relies on the idea of large margin data classification. It con-
structs a decision surface in the feature space that bisects the two
categories and maximizes the margin of separation between classes
of points used in the training set. This decision surface is used
for classification on the testing set provided by the user. SVM has
strong theoretical foundations, and the classification and regression
algorithms provide excellent generalization performance [3, 9].
With the increasing data volume and general availability of multi-
core machines, several parallel SVM training algorithms are being
proposed in the literature. PEGASOS [22] and dual coordinate de-
scent [16] train on extremely large problems, albeit with limitations
to linear SVMs. Cao et al. have proposed parallel solution ex-
tending the previously proposed Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) algorithm [18]. However, the empirical evaluation does not
show good scalability and the entire dataset is used for training [4].
Other algorithms have been proposed for special architectural as-
pects such as GPUs [5, 8]. A primary problem with the algorithms
proposed above is that they use the complete dataset for margin
generation during the entire calculation, even though only a fraction
of samples (support vectors) contribute to the hyperplane calcula-
tion. Shrinking - a technique to eliminate non-contributing samples
- has been proposed for sequential SVMs [17] to reduce the time
complexity of training. However, no parallel shrinking algorithm
for multi-core machines and distributed systems exists in literature.
This paper addresses the limitations of previously proposed ap-
proaches and provides a novel parallel SVM training algorithm
with adaptive shrinking. We utilize the theoretical framework for
shrinking in our parallel solution to improve on the speed of con-
vergence and use a specific format for sample representation in the
optimization based on the observation that most of the real world
datasets are sparse in nature (see Section 3.1.2). We study the effect
of several heuristics (Section 3.3.1) for aggressive to conservative
elimination of non-contributing samples during the various stages
of execution. The proposed approaches are designed and imple-
mented uses state-of-the-art programming models such as Message
Passing Interface (MPI) [15] and Global Arrays [19] for design
of communication and data storage. These programming models
are known to provide optimal performance on multi-core systems,
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large scale systems and can be used on cloud computing systems
as well. An empirical evaluation of proposed approaches shows up
to 3x speedup in comparison to the original non-elimination algo-
rithms using the same number of processors, and up to 26x speedup
in comparison to libsvm [6].
1.1 Contributions
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. Design and analysis of parallel algorithms to improve the
time complexity of SVM training including adaptive elimi-
nation of samples. Several heuristics under the categories of
aggressive, average and conservative for elimination of non-
contributing samples.
2. Space-efficient SVM training algorithm by using compressed
representation of data samples and avoiding the kernel cache.
The proposed solution makes it an attractive approach for
very large -scale datasets and modern systems.
3. Implementation of our proposed algorithm and evaluation
with several datasets on multi-core systems and large-scale
tightly-connected supercomputers. The empirical evaluation
indicates the efficacy of the proposed approach - 5x-8x speedup
on USPS and Mushrooms datasets against the sequential base-
line [6] and 20-60% improvement in execution time on sev-
eral datasets against our parallel no-shrinking baseline algo-
rithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides
a background of our work. Section 3 presents a solution space of
the algorithms and associated heuristics. Empirical evaluation and
analysis is performed in section 4, and section 5 presents the related
work. Section 6 presents conclusions and future directions.
2. BACKGROUND
GivenN training data points {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xN , yN )}
where xi ∈ <d and yi ∈ {+1,−1}, we solve the standard two-
category soft margin non-linear classification problem. Thus the
problem of finding a maximal margin separating hyperplane in a
high-dimensional space can be formulated as:
min
w,β
1
2
w ·w + C(∑iξi)
subject to yi(w · Φ(xi)− β) ≥ 1− ξi i = 1, . . . ,N
where C is a regularization parameter which is a trade-off between
the classifier generality and its accuracy on the training set, ξi is
a positive slack variable allowing noise in the training set and Φ
maps the input data to a possibly infinite dimensional space (i.e.
Φ : <d 7→ H).
2.1 SVM Training
This is a convex quadratic programming problem [3]. Introduc-
ing Lagrange multipliers α and solving the Lagrangian of the pri-
mal to get the Wolfe dual [12], the following formulation is ob-
served:
max
α
LD ≡∑Ni=1αi − 12∑Ni,j=1αiαjyiyjΦ(xi) · Φ(xj) (1)
subject to:
0 ≤ αi ≤ C, ∑iαiyi = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . ,N (2)
Minimizing the primal Lagrangian provides the following formula-
tion:
w =
∑N
i=1αiyiΦ(xi) (3)
SVM training is achieved by a search through the feasible region
of the dual problem and maximization of the objective function (1),
with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [3] in identifying
the optimal solution. We refer the reader to [3, 9] for the full theo-
retical treatment on the SVMs and training. Samples with αi > 0
are referred as support vectors, ζ (Table 1). The support vectors
contribute to the definition of the optimal separating hyperplane -
other examples can be removed from the dataset. The solution of
SV training is given by (3). A new point z can be classified with:
f(z) = sgn(w · Φ(z)− β) (4)
2.2 Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
SVM training by solving the dual problem is typically conducted
by splitting a large optimization problem into a series of smaller
sub-problems [17]. The SMO algorithm [18,20] uses precisely two
samples at each optimization step while solving (1). This facilitates
the generation of an analytical solution possible for the quadratic
minimization at each step because of the equality constraint in (2).
The avoidance of dependencies on numerical optimization pack-
ages makes this algorithm a popular choice [6] in SVM training,
resulting in simplified design and reduced susceptibility to numer-
ical issues [20].
2.2.1 Gradient updates
Several data structures are maintained during the SMO train-
ing [20]. An essential data structure, γ, is described as follows:
γi =
∑
jαjyjΦ(xi) · Φ(xj)− yi (5)
The relationship between γ and the gradient of (1) is shown in
Table 1. For the rest of the paper, γ and gradient are used inter-
changeably. In all the algorithms proposed in this work, the key
component in the gradient of the dual objective function (1), γ, is
maintained for all the samples in the training set/non-shrunk sam-
ples and not just the recently optimized samples at a given iteration
for reasons explained in Section 3.4.
The update equation is shown below:
γnewi = γ
old
i +
yup ∗ (αnewup − αoldup ) ∗ (Φ(xup).Φ(xi))
ylow ∗ (αnewlow − αoldlow) ∗ (Φ(xlow).Φ(xi))
(6)
where
i ∈ I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4. I0 = {i : 0 < αi < C},
I1 = {i : yi = 1, αi = 0}, I2 = {i : y = −1, αi = C},
I3 = {i : yi = 1, αi = C}, I4 = {i : yi = −1, αi = 0}
(7)
2.2.2 Working Set Selection
The Working set selection describes the selection of samples to
be evaluated at each step of the algorithm. Since we work with
the first derivative of (1) (refer to (8)), this working set selection
is addressed as first-order heuristics. Keerthi et al. have proposed
multiple possibilities [18]. Algorithm one iterates over all exam-
ples in I0 and the second approach only evaluates the worst KKT
violators, βup and βlow, where at each step, they are calculated as
shown in (8). Of these, we have adapted the second modification,
and instead of having two loops, we operate only in the innermost
loop, avoiding the first costly loop that examines all examples.
We do not compromise on the accuracy of the solution w (3)
because 1) we select the pair of indices based on (8) and not just
using I0 ∪ {i1, i2} as done in [18] where {i1, i2} is a recently
optimized pair and 2) of the nature of our γ updates.
βup = min{γi : i ∈ I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2}
βlow = max{γi : i ∈ I0 ∪ I3 ∪ I4} (8)
These values are the two threshold parameters discussed in the op-
timized version [18]. The optimality condition for termination of
the algorithm (considering numerical issues) is
βup + 2 ∗  ≥ βlow (9)
where  is a user-specified tolerance parameter.
It can be seen from (8), (6) and (7), that the worst violators are
gathered by considering all the samples, not just the recently opti-
mized ones and the non-bound samples (i.e., 0 < αk < C) for the
next iteration.
2.2.3 Adaptive Elimination/Shrinking
Shrinking is a mechanism to expedite the convergence of SVM
training phase by eliminating the samples, which would not con-
tribute to the hyperplane [6, 17]. With I1, I2, I3 and I4 defined as
in (7), samples may be eliminated if they satisfy the following de-
cision rule:
i ∈ {I3 ∪ I4} and γi < βup
or
i ∈ {I1 ∪ I2} and γi > βlow
(10)
This heuristic is explained in the Figure 1a. The eliminated samples
belong to one of the two classes: a) ones that have α = 0 and b)
those with α = C.
2.3 Programming Models
This paper uses two programming models - MPI [13, 15] and
Global Arrays [19] for designing scalable SMO on distributed sys-
tems. Due to space limitations, we provide a brief background of
Global Arrays and suggest other literature for MPI [13, 15].
2.3.1 Global Arrays
The Global Arrays programming model provides abstractions
for distributed arrays, load/store semantics for local partition of
the distributed arrays, and one-sided communication to the remote
partitions. Global Arrays leverages the communication primitives
provided by Communication Runtime for Exascale (ComEx) [27].
Global Arrays programming model has been used for designing
many scalable applications in domains such as chemistry [25] and
sub-surface modeling [23]. The Global Arrays infrastructure is use-
ful in storing the entire dataset in a compressed row format. The
easy access to local and remote portions of distributed arrays fa-
cilitates a design of algorithms which would need asynchronous
read/write access to the arrays. Global Arrays uses ComEx net-
work communication layer for one-sided communication.
3. SOLUTION SPACE
This section begins with a presentation of various steps of the se-
quential SVM training algorithm 1, which is followed by a discus-
sion of the data structures organization using the parallel program-
ming models. Section 3.2 introduces the parallel training algorithm
of the Original algorithm, and presents its time-space complexity.
This is a followed by a discussion and analysis of multiple parallel
shrinking algorithms 3.4
Table 1: Representative notations used and their explanation
Name Symbol
# of Processors p
# of Training Points N
Class label yk
Lagrange multiplier αk
Set of Support Vectors ζ
Working set pi
δLD/δαk, γk ∗ yk (5) ∇k
Hyperplane threshold β
Sample in CSR form x˘
Indices set I0−4 in (7) ς
User-Specified Tolerance 
Avg 〈, . , 〉 time λ
Row-Pointer Array ψ
Average sample length |xk| m
Network Latency l
Network Bandwidth 1
G
Algorithm 1: Improved SMO - Modification 2 [18]
Input: C, σ, X ∈ <N×d, yi ∈ {+1,−1}, i = 1, 2, . . .N
Data: α ∈ <N×1
Result: ζ
1 Initialize γi = −yi, αi = 0, ∀i;
2 ilow = {j | yj = 1, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .N}};
3 iup = {k | yk = −1, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .N}} ;
4 repeat
5 Update αilow and αiup using (11);
6 Assign ilow and iup to one of ς using (7);
7 ∀i, Update γi using (6);
8 Calculate new βlow and βup using (8);
9 until (9) succeeds;
3.1 Preliminaries
Algorithm 1 shows the key steps of our sequential SVM algo-
rithm. This is used as a basis for designing parallel SVM algo-
rithms, with (Algorithms 5 and its variant) and without (Algorithm 3)
shrinking. Using Table 1 as reference, at each iteration, ∀i, αi is
calculated based on (11). In most cases, the objective function is
positive definite (ρ < 0) 12, which is used as the basis for update.
An approach proposed by Platt et al. [20] can be used for the update
equations, when ρ > 0.
αnewilow = αilow − yilow ∗ (γiup − γilow )/ρ
αnewiup = αiup + yilow ∗ yiup ∗ (αilow − αnewilow )
(11)
where
ρ = 2 ∗ Φ(xilow ) · Φ(xiup)
−Φ(xiup) · Φ(xiup)− Φ(xilow ) · Φ(xilow )
(12)
Once (9) is satisfied, β in (4) is calculated as:
β =
{ ∑
i∈I0 γi/ |I0| if |I0| 6= 0
(βlow + βup)/2 otherwise
3.1.1 Distributed Data Structures
There are several data structures required by algorithms 3 and 5 ,
which need to be distributed across different compute nodes. These
data structures include the X for the input dataset, y for the sample
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Figure 1: (a): Shrunk ids when (9) is not satisfied (non-optimality). Refer to (10) for the shrinking criterion. (b): Memory Space Conservation
with CSR (c): x˘: An extended sample prototype in CSR representation. Refer to Table 1 for the meaning of the symbols.
label, α for the Lagrange multipliers, γ and ς . As presented ear-
lier, the computation can be re-formulated to using a series of ker-
nel calculations. The individual kernel calculations may be stored
in a kernel cache, which itself can be distributed among different
processes.
However, there are several reasons for avoiding kernel cache
for large scale systems. The space complexity of complete ker-
nel cache is Θ(N 2), which is prohibitive for large inputs - a pri-
mary target of this paper. At the same time, the temporal/spatial
reuse of individual rows of kernel cache is low as the iup and ilow
typically do not exhibit a temporal/spatial pattern. As the archi-
tectural trends exhibit, the available memory per computation unit
(such as a core in a multi-core unit) is decreasing rapidly, and it is
expected that simple compute units such as Intel Xeon Phi would
be commonplace [2], while Graphics Processors are already ubiq-
uitous. At the same time, these compute units provide hardware
support for wide-vector instructions, such as fused multiply-add.
As a result, the cost of recomputation is expected to be much lower
than either caching the complete kernel matrix or conducting off-
chip/off-node data movement to get the individual rows of kernel
matrix distributed across multiple nodes. Hence, the proposed ap-
proaches in this paper avoid the kernel cache altogether.
3.1.2 Data Structure Organization
The organization of distributed data structures plays a critical
role in reducing time and space complexity of algorithm 1. Most
datasets are sparse in nature, with several datasets having less than
20% density. Figure 1b shows the percentage of memory space
conserved when using a compressed sparse row (CSR) [11] rep-
resentation. As shown in Figure 1c, co-locating the algorithmic
related data structures and making the column indices as part of
representation makes little change in the density and the reduction
in space complexity outweighs the additional bookkeeping for the
boundaries of various samples.
The core steps of computation requires several kernel calcula-
tions and frequent access to the data structures such as the y, α,
and γ. Among these, y is a read-only data structure, while other
data structures are read-write. The organization of these data struc-
tures with X has a significant potential of improving the cache-hit
rate of the system, by leveraging the spatial locality. Although a
few of these data structures are read-write, the write-back nature of
the caches on modern systems make them a better design choice in
comparison to the individual data structures distributed across mul-
tiple processes in the job. An additional advantage of co-location of
these data structures withX is that load balancing among processes
is feasible which requires contiguous data movement of samples,
instead of several individual data structures.
For the proposed approaches, CSR is implemented using Global
Arrays [19] programming model. Global Arrays provides seman-
tics for collective creation of a compressed row, facilitating produc-
tive use of PGAS models for algorithms 3 and 5. GA provides Re-
mote Memory Access semantics for traditional Ethernet based in-
terconnects and Remote Direct Memory Semantics (RDMA), mak-
ing it effective for distributed systems such as based on Cloud and
tightly-connected supercomputers.
Algorithm 2: Inner Product using CSR format
Input: Samples x˘ and y˘, len(x˘), len(y˘), where len represents
the number of cells in the representation
Output: 〈x˘, y˘〉, the inner product of x˘ and y˘
1 /* shift past the padded data */;
2 x`← x˘+ 4, y` ← y˘ + 4;
3 s1← 0, s2← 0, dp← 0;
4 while s1 < len(x`)− 4 & s2 < len(y`)− 4 do
5 if |x`[s1]− y`[s2]| < 0 then
6 dp← dp+ x`[s1 + 1] ∗ y`[s2 + 1];
7 s1← s1 + 2;
8 s2← s2 + 2;
9 else if x`[s1] < y`[s2] then
10 s1← s1 + 2;
11 else
12 s2← s2 + 2;
13 return 〈x˘, y˘〉;
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the inner product calcula-
tion - the most frequently executed portion in our implementations.
While the CSR representation is not conducive for using hardware
based vector instructions, we leave the use of such vector units as a
future work. The primary objective in this paper is to minimize the
space complexity by using CSR representation not used by other
papers such as [5]. The inner product is used as a constituent value
in γ (line 12 in algorithm 3) calculation by using a simple linear
algebra trick.
3.2 Parallel SVM training Algorithms
This section lays out the parallel algorithms - with shrinking 5
and without shrinking 3. It also presents the reasoning behind
shrinking and the conditions which must be true at the point of
shrinking.
3.2.1 Parallel algorithm
Algorithm 3 is a parallel no-shrinking variant of the sequential
algorithm 1. This algorithm is also referred as Original in various
sections of this paper. There are several steps in this algorithm.
Each process receives xlow,xup from a default process using the
MPI broadcast primitive, which is a scalable logarithmic operation
Algorithm 3: Algorithm 1 parallel version; q-th CPU perspec-
tive.
Data: p: # processors, Pq: q-th processor, 0 ≤ q < p,
i ∈ [ q ∗ |X |/p, (q + 1) ∗ |X |/p )
Input: C, σ, Xˆ ∈ <Np ×d, yi ∈ {+1,−1},∀i,
α ∈ <Np ×1
Result: ζ
1 Initialize γi = −yi, αi = 0, ∀i, ilow, iup
2 repeat
3 // MPI Broadcast Operation
4 Receive xilow , xiup from proc#0
5 Update αilow and αiup using (11)
6 Constrain αs as per (2)
7 for ∀i do
8 li← ψi
9 hi← ψi+1 − 1
10 x˘← GAget(li, hi)
11 /* x˘[2] := Gradient. Refer to Figure 1c */
12 Update x˘[2] using (6)
13 if i == iup or i == ilow then
14 x˘[0]← αilow or αiup
15 Update ς using (7)
16 // global copy update
17 GAput(x˘[0 : 2]) /* first 3 cells */
18 βup,local ← min(βupi)
19 βlow,local ← max(βlowi)
20 // Using MPI Allreduction
21 βup, βlow ← GlobalMinMax(βup,local, βlow,local, p)
22 until no KKT violators
Algorithm 4: Parallel update of data structures following
shrinking, q−th CPU perspective.
1 for ∀i ∈ piq do
2 li← ψ[i],hi← ψ[i+ 1]− 1;
3 x˘← GAget(li, hi);
4 if i == iup or ilow then
5 update x˘[0], x˘[1]; /* α, ς */
6 update x˘[2]; /* γ */
7 GAput(x˘[0 : 2]);
8 if ¬shrinkitercounter then
9 apply (10) to x˘;
10 update piq;
11 if ¬shrinkitercounter then
12 shrinkitercounter ←MPI_Allreduce(|piq|);
13 else
14 shrinkitercounter−−;
15 update global β values;
in the number of processes. Each process independently calculates
the new α corresponding to iup and ilow. This results in a time
complexity of O(l + m · G) · log(p) for network communication
and three kernel calculations 3 · λ (ignoring other integer based
calculation).
The for-loop over all samples for a process is the predominantly
expensive part of the calculation. Each iteration requires the calcu-
lation of the gradient, which involves several kernel calculations,
the ς calculation and update of the global values of αup or αlow, if
Algorithm 5: Parallel Shrinking with single call to Algo-
rithm 6. q-th CPU perspective.
Data: p: # processors, Pq: q-th processor, 0 ≤ q < p, pi
Input: C, σ, Xˆ ∈ <Np ×d, yi ∈ {+1,−1},∀i,
α ∈ <Np ×1
Result: ζ
1 i ∈ [ startindex, endindex ), where
startindex← q ∗ |X |/p, endindex← (q + 1) ∗ |X |/p
2 Initialize γi ← −yi, αi ← 0, ∀i, ilow, iup
3 piq[0 . . . (endindex− startindex)]←
startindex–endindex
4 while 1 do
5 outloop← false, tolflag ← false
6 if shrink then
7 if βup < βlow − 20 ·  then
8 repeat
9 Receive xilow , xiup from proc#0
10 Update αilow and αiup using (11)
11 Constrain αs to satisfy (2)
12 Perform Algorithm 4
13 until failed
14 else
15 tolflag ← true
16 else /* shrinking done once */
17 if βup < βlow − 2 ·  then
18 repeat
19 Receive xilow , xiup from proc#0
20 Update αilow and αiup using (11)
21 Clip αs to the box constraint (2)
22 Call Algorithm 4
23 until failed
24 else
25 tolflag ← true
26 if shrink & ( outloop‖tolflag ) then
27 gradientreconstruct () /* Algorithm 6 */
28 if βup < βlow − 2 ·  then
29 shrink ← 0
30 shrinkitercounter ← min_shrink_counter
31 Reset piq
32 else
33 break /* optimality reached */
34 else
35 if outloop‖tolflag then
36 break
they are locally owned by the process. The GAput operation (line
17) updates only the indices, which were updated during the calcu-
lation, reducing the overall communication cost. The computation
cost of this step is Θ(λ · |X|
p
). For a sufficiently large |X|
p
, the ς cal-
culation and the communication cost to update the global copy of α
can be ignored. The last step of the algorithm is to obtain the glob-
ally maximum and minimum of βlow, and βup, respectively. This
is designed using MPI Allreduction operation which has a time-
complexity of Θ(l · log(p)) (The bandwidth term can be ignored,
since this step involves a communication of only two scalars).
3.3 Shrinking Algorithms
Joachims et al. [17] and Lin et al. [6] have previously demon-
strated the impact of adaptive elimination of samples - shrinking.
This technique is a heuristic, since the sufficient conditions to iden-
tify the samples to be eliminated are unknown [17]. For the elim-
inated samples, the Lagrange multipliers are kept fixed and they
are not considered during the working set selection and the check
for optimality. This results in time-complexity reduction, since the
gradient for eliminated samples is not computed. The primary in-
tuition behind shrinking is that only a small subset of samples con-
tributes towards hyperplane definition:
A = { k | γk < βlow or γk > βup, 0 < αk }
and
|A|  |X |
(13)
It is expected that when the optimization is at the early stage, some
of the bound samples (αk = 0, αk = C) stabilize [17].
At non-optimality after sufficient iterations:
A` = { k | βlow ≥ γk ≥ βup }
(14)
where A` is the set of violators from where working set variables
are chosen and one or more samples from the set X − A` can be
eliminated without changing the current solution. Specifically, (10)
presents a variant of the condition proposed previously by Lin et al.
for shrinking. The overhead of calculating which samples to shrink
is expected to be Θ(1), since the computation only involves a few
conditions.
However, there are several problems with this assumption. It is
possible that samples with α ∈ {0, C} - which were previously
eliminated - eventually stabilize to a value between 0 and C. A
premature elimination of these samples may result in the incorrect
definition of hyperplane. A conservative approach to decide on the
execution of this condition may not be beneficial, since much of the
calculation would likely have completed. In essence, it is very dif-
ficult to predict the point at which to execute this condition. Lin et
al. have proposed to use min(|A`|, 1000) iterations as the point to
perform shrinking. However, there is no intuitive reasoning behind
selecting a value to begin or executed shrinking. A discussion on
spectrum of heuristics for shrinking is presented in the next section.
3.3.1 Shrinking Heuristics
The heuristics for shrinking considered in this paper are to ad-
dress the concerns of early elimination of the samples, while still
reducing the overall time for SVM convergence. In general, |ζ| 
|X |. Using this intuition, we propose several heuristics for shrink-
ing, which are based on the |X |. An aggressive shrinking heuristic
would use a n·|X | as the iteration count for initial shrinking, where
n 1. A conservative shrinking heuristic could use a larger value
of n. This method is referred to as numsamples based approach in
Table 3. An alternative technique is to use initial shrinking iteration
counter to be a random value, similar to the approach proposed by
Lin et al. For each of these heuristics, the subsequent calculation of
shrinking iteration is a minimum of |X | or |A`| (depending on the
algorithms) and the value of shrinking iteration calculated using the
proposed heuristics. See section 4.3 for further discussion on this
topic.
3.4 Gradient Reconstruction
Gradient reconstruction is an important step in ensuring that the
previously eliminated samples are not false positives and that they
are on the correct side of the hyperplane in the final solution. Al-
gorithm 6 shows the key steps involved in updating γ values during
the gradient reconstruction step of the algorithm 5. The algorithm 5
corresponds to shrinking with single gradient-reconstruction. An
algorithm, which corresponds to multiple gradient reconstruction
(Refer to Table 3) can be derived from this. However, due to lack
of space, it is not presented explicitly.
Algorithm 6 finds the γ values of all the eliminated samples
from the previous gradient reconstruction. To achieve this, it needs
X − A`, which results in the communication of samples owned by
each process. The time complexity of this step is l + |X − A`| · G
≈ |X − A`| · G. The communication cost may be non-negligible
for distributed systems, hence it is necessary to consider heuristics
which limit the execution of gradient synchronization step. Also
evident from the loop structure is the fact that the outer loop con-
siders all eliminated samples of the q-th CPU and updates their gra-
dient values. This is a computationally expensive operation since
line 9 involves kernel calculations ((5) from section 2.2), so this
algorithm is called only when global violators are within a specific
threshold (e.g., lines 7 and 17 in Algorithm 5). Since γ plays an
important role in both the α updates (11) and working set selection
(Section 2.2.2), we maintain it for all the active samples throughout
the program execution.
Considering a less-noisy dataset, |ζ|  N and on an average,
piq =
ζ
p
. Then, |ω ∩ ζ| is small if not 0 and the computational time
complexity expected for q-th CPU for Algorithm 6 is |ωq| · |ζ| ·λ =∣∣∣X−ζp ∣∣∣ · |ζ| ·λ. The tradeoff between |ω| and |ζ| is clear making this
essential algorithm a bottleneck in achieving the overall speedup
in convergence. As a result, we have considered single and multi
heuristics for γ-reconstruction as shown in Figure 3.
Algorithm 6: Gradient Reconstruction; q-th CPU perspective.
Data: p: # processors, Pq: q-th processor, 0 ≤ q < p, pi
Input: σ, Xˆ ∈ <Np ×d, yi ∈ {+1,−1}, ∀i
1 // Gather eliminated samples of this process;
2 li← ψ0;
3 hi← ψ|X|;
4 GAget(li, hi);
5 ωq = Xˆ − piq;
6 for ∀a˘ ∈ ωq do
7 myγ ← 0;
8 for { ∀b˘ ∈ X | b˘[0] > 0 } do
9 myγ + = b˘[0] ∗ b˘[3] ∗ (Φ(a) · Φ(b));
10 a˘[2] = myγ − a˘[3];
11 GAPut(a˘[2]);
12 // MPI All reduction;
13 Update global βlow and βup;
4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
This section provides an empirical evaluation of the proposed
approaches in the previous section. The empirical evaluation is
conducted across multiple dimensions: datasets, number of pro-
cesses, shrinking/no-shrinking, heuristics for selection of shrinking
steps. The performance evaluation uses up to 512 processes (32
compute nodes), and several datasets use between 1 and 32 com-
pute nodes. As a result, the proposed approaches can be used on
multi-core machines such as a desktop, supercomputers or cloud
computing systems. For each dataset, we compare our results with
LIBSVM [6], version 3.17, with shrinking enabled.
The upcoming sections provide a brief description of the datasets,
Table 2: Dataset Characteristics and hyperparameter settings
Name Training Set Size Testing Set Size C σ2
MNIST 60000 10000 10 25
Adult-7 (a7a) 16100 16461 32 64
Adult-9 (a9a) 32561 16281 32 64
USPS 7291 2007 8 16
Mushrooms 8124 N/A 8 64
Web (w7a) 24692 25057 32 64
IJCNN 49990 91701 0.5 1
experimental testbed and followed by empirical results. Due to ac-
cessibility limitations, the performance evaluation is conducted on
a tightly connected supercomputer, although the generality of our
proposed solution makes it effective for cloud computing systems
as well.
4.1 Datasets
Table 2 provides a description of the datasets used for perfor-
mance evaluation in this paper. The MNIST1 dataset represents im-
ages of handwritten digits. The dimensions are formed by flatten-
ing the 28x28 pixel box into one-dimensional array of floating point
values between 0 and 1, with 0 representing black and 1 white. The
10-class dataset is converted into a two-class one by representing
even digits as class -1 and odd digits as +1. The sparse binary
Adult dataset represents the collected census data for income pre-
diction. Web dataset is used to categorize web pages based on their
text [20]. USPS represents a collection of handwritten text recog-
nition, collected by United States Postal Service. The mushrooms
data set includes descriptions of hypothetical samples correspond-
ing to 23 species of gilled mushrooms in the Agaricus and Lepiota
Family. The IJCNN dataset represents the first problem of Inter-
national Joint Conference on Neural Nets challenge 2001. Hyper-
parameter settings for the datasets have been selected after doing
multi-fold cross-validation [6]. These are shown in Table 2. The
hyperparameter C is described in section 2.1 and σ2 is the kernel
width in the Gaussian kernel: K(x,y) = exp(−‖x − y‖2/2σ2).
It is straightforward to use other kernels in this work.
4.2 Experimental Testbed
All our experiments were run on PNNL Institutional Comput-
ing (PIC) cluster 2. PIC Cluster consists of 692 dual-socket nodes
with 16 cores per socket AMD Interlagos processors, running at 2.1
GHz with 64 GB of 1600 MHz memory per node (2 GB/socket).
The nodes are connected using InfiniBand QDR interconnection
network. The empirical evaluation consists of a mix of results on
single node (multi-core) and multiple nodes (distributed system).
While the performance evaluation is on a tightly-connected sys-
tem, most modern Cloud providers provide programming models
such as MPI and Global Arrays, hence this solution is deployable
on them as well.
4.3 Heuristics: An overview
Table 3 provides a list of heuristics, which are used for evalua-
tion on datasets presented in the previous section. Specific values
to aggressive, conservative and average methods for shrinking are
provided. To emulate the heuristics evaluated by Lin et al., we also
compare several values of random sample elimination as suggested
in the Table. Line 2 in the table is to be interpreted as shrinking
1deeplearning.net/data
2pic.pnnl.gov/resources.stm
Table 3: Heuristics. Description and classification. ?: Aggressive
shrinking class, •: Conservative, : Average
# Shrinking Type γ-Recon. Name Class
1) None N/A Original N/A
2) random: 2 Single Single2 ?
3) random: 500 Single Single500 ?
4) random: 1000 Single Single1000 
5) numsamples: 5% Single Single5pc ?
6) numsamples: 10% Single Single10pc 
7) numsamples: 50% Single Single50pc •
8) random: 2 Multi Multi2 ?
9) random: 500 Multi Multi500 ?
10) random: 1000 Multi Multi1000 
11) numsamples: 5% Multi Multi5pc ?
12) numsamples: 10% Multi Multi10pc 
13) numsamples: 50% Multi Multi50pc •
14) Default Default LIBSVM N/A
every 2 iterations(aggressive), with a single call to gradient recon-
struction. Optimization proceeds without shrinking after this call.
Similarly, line 13 can be read as shrinking whenever the number
of iterations reach half the number of samples (conservative) with
multiple calls to γ reconstruction as deemed fit and optimization
proceeds with shrinking throughout until convergence.
4.4 Results and Analysis
Figures 2 and 3 show the results for Adult-7 and Adult-9 datasets,
respectively. A speedup of≈ 2x is observed on Adult-7 dataset us-
ing the Multi500 and Multi5pc heuristics in comparison to Original
algorithm, and 3-3.5x in comparison to LIBSVM. Among all the
approaches, Multi2 has the highest time in γ Reconstruction (re-
ferred as Recon-Time in the figures), largely because it eliminates
samples prematurely, while other heuristics allow the α values to
stabilize before elimination. It is worthwhile noting that each of the
Multi* heuristics are better than Single shrinking for these datasets.
For each of the adult datasets, |ζ|  X , which is a suitable con-
dition for shrinking. Since the proposed heuristics are precise, the
accuracy and time for classification for each of these datasets is
similar, and only a representative information is shown in Table 9.
It is also worthwhile noting that the implementation of the original
algorithm is near optimal, as it scales well with increasing number
of processes.
The results for USPS dataset, as shown in Figure 5 show the effi-
cacy of highly aggressive Multi2 heuristic, with Multi5pc being the
second best. These results validate our premise, that |ζ| is typically
small, and a multiple 5% heuristic such as Multi5pc can provide
significant elimination of computation for SVM, resulting in faster
convergence. As discussed previously, the first γ reconstruction is
executed at 20 · , while others are executed 2 · . However, with
Multi* heuristics, the number of times the gradient is reconstructed
at the terminating condition can be predicted apriori. As shown in
the USPS results, each of the Multi* shrinking heuristics, although
spend significantly more time in gradient reconstruction( 6), still
reduce the overall execution time. For USPS dataset, an overall
speedup of ≈ 1.7x is observed in comparison to Original imple-
mentation, and 5x in comparison to LIBSVM.
Figure 4 shows the performance of various approaches on MNIST
dataset using 256 and 512 processes - equivalent of 16 and 32 com-
pute nodes. There are several take away messages - the original im-
plementation scales well providing about 1.2x speedup or ≈ 90%
efficiency. Several Multi* heuristics perform very well, with lit-
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Figure 2: Adult (a7a) Dataset Performance
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Figure 3: Adult (a9a) Dataset Performance
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Figure 4: MNIST Dataset Performance
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Figure 5: USPS Dataset Performance
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Figure 6: w7a Dataset Performance
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Figure 7: Mushroom Dataset Performance
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Figure 8: IJCNN Dataset Performance.
Name Test Acc. - Ours(%) Test Acc.-LIBSVM(%) Speedup(Original) Speedup (LIBSVM)
Adult-7 83.75 84.81 1.6x 3.5x
Adult-9 84.68 83.12 1.4x 3.7x
USPS 97.6 97.75 1.7x 5x
Web 98.86 98.8 1.6x 3.3x
MNIST 96.63 98.62 1.2x 26x
Mushrooms N/A N/A 3x 8.2x
IJCNN 90.3 96.58 N/A 9x (Orig)
Figure 9: Summary of Results (Testing Accuracy and Relative
Speedups between our best performing heuristic with the Original
Implementation 3 and LIBSVM)
tle difference in execution time among them. For 256 processes, a
speedup of more than 1.3x is achieved using Multi1000 approach
in comparison to the original approach and 26x over LIBSVM. The
fact that more time is spent in γ reconstruction is outweighed by
the overall reduction in the training time. Similar trends are ob-
served with the w7a dataset shown in Figure 6, where 2.3x speedup
is observed on 32 processes and 1.6x speedup is observed on 64
processes, with up to 3.3x speedup in comparison to LIBSVM.
Figure 7 shows the performance on the Mushrooms dataset. In
comparison to other datasets Mushrooms dataset requires signifi-
cantly more relative time for training due to the higher values of
C and σ2. As a result, the reconstruction time is relatively small.
276
8124
are support vectors, which is less than 5% of the overall train-
ing set. Here as well, Multi5pc provides near-optimal performance
resulting in ≈ 3x speedup, while Multi2 is slightly better than that.
Again, it is fair to conclude that Multi5pc is a good heuristic in
extracting the benefits of shrinking. Up to 8.2x improvement is
observed in comparison to LIBSVM.
Figure 8 shows the performance of IJCNN data set. We have
used this as an example to indicate that shrinking is not beneficial
for all datasets and different setting of hyperparameters. For several
datasets, we have observed that higher values of hyperparameters
results in faster elimination of samples, potentially providing ben-
efits of shrinking. This opens up a new avenue for research where
shrinking is integrated in the cross-validation step to get parameters
suitable for both shrinking and better generalization. As shown in
the figure, the original implementation is the best, while each of the
other approaches result in significant degradation due to shrinking.
However, in comparison to LIBSVM, a speedup of up to 9x is ob-
served with the Original implementation.
5. RELATEDWORK
We discuss SVM training algorithms in literature under two ma-
jor branches of study: 1) the sample selection methods and 2) par-
allel algorithms.
5.1 Sample Selection
Multiple researchers have proposed algorithms for selection of
samples, which can be be used for faster convergence. Active set
methods solve the dual optimization problem by considering a part
of the dataset in a given iteration until global convergence [4, 5,
8, 14, 17, 18, 20]. The primary approach is to decompose large
Quadratic Programming tasks into small ones. Other approaches
include the reformulation of the optimization problem, which does
not require the decomposition [31]. The seminal SMO [20] and
SVMlight [17] are active set sequential methods and SVM-GPU [5],
and PSMO [4] are examples of parallel decomposition methods
whereas Woodsend et al. [29] is an example of a parallel non-
decomposition solution. A primary problem with the working set
methods is the inability to address noisy, non-separable datasets [30].
However, the simplicity, ease of implementation and strong conver-
gence properties make them an attractive choice for solving large-
scale classification problems. Other researchers have considered
different values (> 2) of the working set [8, 17].
5.2 Parallel Algorithms
With the advent of multi-core systems and cluster computing,
several parallel and distributed algorithms have been proposed in
literature. This section provides a brief overview of these algo-
rithms.
Architecture specific solutions such as GPUs [5, 8] have been
proposed, and other approaches require a special cluster setup [14].
Graf et al. have proposed Cascade SVM [14], which provides a
parallel solution to the dual optimization problem. The primary ap-
proach is to divide the original problem in completely independent
sub-problems, and recursively combine the independent solutions
to obtain the final set of support vectors. However, this approach
suffers from load imbalance, since many processes may finish their
individual sub-problem before others. As a result, this approach
does not scale well for very large scale processes - a primary target
of our approach.
The advent of SIMD architectures such as GPUs has resulted in
research conducted for Support Vector Machines on GPUs [5]. Un-
der this approach, a thread is created for each data point in the train-
ing set and the MapReduce paradigm is used for compute-intensive
steps. The primary approach proposed in this paper is suitable for
large scale systems, and not restricted to GPUs.
Several researchers have proposed alternative mechanisms for
solving QP problems. An example of variable projection method
is proposed by Zanghirati and Zanni [32]. They use an iterative
solver for QP problems leveraging the decomposition strategy of
SVMlight [17]. Chang et al. [7] have also considered more than 2
active set size and solves the problem using Incomplete Cholesky
Factorization and Interior Point method (IPM). Woodsend et al. [29]
have proposed parallelization of linear SVM using IPM and a com-
bination of MPI and OpenMP. However, their approach is not an
active set method, as it does not decompose a large problem into
smaller ones. There are approaches like [22] that solve the primal
problem for linear SVMs for very large problems, but the primary
objective of this paper is to scale the most popular 2-working set
based methods due to their ubiquity.
As evident from the literature study above, none of the previ-
ously proposed approaches use adaptive elimination of samples on
large scale systems, which has a significant potential in reducing
the execution time for several datasets.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This paper has endeavored to address the limitations of previ-
ously proposed approaches and provided a novel parallel Support
Vector Machine algorithm with adaptive shrinking. It explored var-
ious design aspects of the algorithm and the associated implementa-
tion, such as space complexity reduction by using sparse data struc-
tures, intuitive heuristics for adaptive shrinking of samples, and
adaptive reconstitution of the data structures. We have used state-
of-the-art programming models such as Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [15] and Global Arrays [26] for the design of communica-
tion and data storage in the implementations. Empirical evaluation
has demonstrated the efficacy of our proposed algorithm and the
heuristics.
The future work involves shrinking with second order heuristics
for working set selection, with deeper evaluation of heuristics and,
considering other algorithms and working set sizes for faster elim-
ination of samples. It will also be interesting to study shrinking
under different architectures like GPUs. Though the proposed ap-
proach does complete elimination of kernel cache, it is possible to
use deep memory hierarchy for keeping active portions of the ker-
nel cache. The future work would also involve optimizations on
upcoming architectures such as Intel MIC architecture, and AMD
Fusion APU architecture.
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